On The Minds of the MA Detailers

*** Harbor Patrol*** - Are you a HIGHLY MOTIVATED and NEC 0190 qualified Sailor? Apply for HPU billets on CMS/ID! Ensure you meet all the prerequisites found on CANTRAC if you do not hold the NEC prior to submitting your application. If interested, talk to your Command Career Counselor and engage your chain of command!

On The Minds of the MA Detailers: pt. 2

Leaders, too many Sailors are not informed about NAVADMIN 226/12 and how it affects their careers. Let's take this bull by the horns and get this info to our Sailors: Detailers must fill all billets at the end of each cycle.

CMS Applicants – Don’t short yourself by applying for billets outside your current pay grade. Pay substitution requires PERS-4013 (Enlisted Placement/Rating Specialist) and command approval. Continuing to apply for billets outside of your pay grade may result in lost opportunities. NAVADMIN 226/12 outlines the details: http://www.public.navy.mil/bupers-npc/reference/messages/Documents/NAVADMIN/NAV12226.txt

On The Minds of the MA Detailers: pt. 3

It is VITAL your contact information is current and up-to-date on CMS/ID. Square-away your records 12 months from your PRD: Ensure your dependents are properly and accurately reflected on your PG 2, update Exceptional Family Member status, Detailer Contact Info, etc. An accurate and up-to-date service record will ensure a smoother negotiation process and PCS.